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and 
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Abstract 

The heat capacity of 'l'In2(s04):,·8H20 shows a sharp peak, charac-

teristic of a cooperative transition, superimposed on the low temperatUTe 

side of the anomaly associated with the singlet ground and first excited 

states. The data are in qualitative agreement with theory for exchange 

induced magnetization in a singlet ground state system. 
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Several developments in recent years have renewed interest in the 

mae;netism of singlet ground state systems. If a lllagnetic moment appears 

only in-the presence of an external field the, substance may be useful 

for hyperfine enhanced nuclear magnetic cooling.! On the other hand, 

it has been recognized that ordered magnetic moments can appear in zero 

external field if the exchange interaction exceeds a critical value, 2 

and the associated heat capacity has been calculated3 on the basis of 

several different approximations. For certain values of the parameters 

two overlapping heat capacity peaks, associateq.with the crystal field 

and exchange interactions, ha\t?been predicted.3 , No experimental data 

have been available for comparison with the theory, but recent measure

ments indicate that the relevant parameters for Tm2(S04)3·8HaO may be 

within the range for which interesting heat capaCity effects have been 

predicted.~ In this salt the crystal field completely removes the 

degeneracy of the 3 H6 ground state of the freeTm+3 ion. Optical Zeeman 

and EPR studies have shown that the Singlet ground and first excited 

states are separated from each other by approximately 1 K and from all 

other levels by much higher energies. 4 Furthermore, M'ossbauer measure

ments5 have shown the appearance of magnetichyperfine structure at 

0.31 K, suggesting a transition to an ordered magn~tic state. 6 From 

the point of view of comparison with theory, it is also an advantage 

that Tma(S04)3·8HaO is a dielectric because the role of conduction 

electrons in exchange interactions is complicated. Our heat capa~ity 

measurements cover the entire range of temperature of interest in 

connection with the two lowest crystal field sta.tes and the exchange 
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interaction. They confirm the occurrence of a cooperative transition 

at 0.31 K, and are in qualitative agreement with theoretical predictions. 

The 'I'm2(s04h·8H20 sample was purified by two recrystalizations, 

powdered, and mixed with grease to provide thermal contact to a copper 

calorimeter. The thermal relaxation times were less than a few seconds 

except below 0.1 K where the hyperfine heat capacity is the major contri

bution and the longer relaxation times may have been associated with 

nuclear spin-lattice relaxation. The heat capacity of the grease plus 

calorimeter amounted to approximately 30% of the measure~ heat capacity 

above 3 K, less tha.n 1% below 1 K, and to intermediate percentages 

between 1 and 3 K. Measurements between 0.08 and 1 K were made in an 

adiabatic demagnetization cryostat and between 0.4 and 20 K in a H~ 

cryostat. 7 In both cryostats germanium thermometers that had been 

calibrated against single crystal CMN, He 4 vapor pressure, and a gas 

thermometer were used. The same thermometers give generally accepted 

values for the heat capacity of copper throughout the temperature range. 7 

The heat capacity of Tm2(S04h·8H20 is shown in Fig. 1. The 

broad peak, which has a maximum near 0.5 K, corresponds approximately 

to the heat capacity anomaly that would be expected to be associated 

with the two lowest crystal field states. The narrower peak, which has 

a maximum at 0.30 K and a sharp drop at 0.307 K, clearly indicates a 

cooperative transition to an ordered state. In the presence of small 

magnetic fields the 0.3 K peak is broadened and shifted to lower 

temperatures suggesting that the ordering is antlferromagnetic. At 

the lowest temperatures the heat capacity is dominated by a T-2 term 
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that corresponds to a hyperfine field of 5.54 MOe, in good agreement 

with that derived fromM"ossbauer measurements. 5 

The Hamiltonian for the spin system is 

L: (L. J .. J. +~ 
i/=j q l.J -l. -J 

L 
i 

1. .J! 
-l. -

where V is the crystal potential which produces an energy gap ~ 
c 

between the two singlet crystal field states /0> and /1>, ~ij is 

the exchange constant coupling the angular momenta J. and J., ~ 
-l. -J ~ 

is the magnetic hyperfine interaction constant, and !i is a nuclear 

spin. Since I is ~ for l.39Tm, the only naturally occuring isotope, no 

quadrupole hyperfine interaction is present. Wang and Cooper3 have 

calculated the heat capacity associated with the crystal field and 

(1) 

exchange terms of Eq.(l) in the molecular field approximation (MFA), in 

the random phase approximation (RPA), and, in the paramagnetic region, 

in the two site correlation approximation ('l'SCA). The solid curve in 

Fig. 1 represents an MFA calculation that has been generalized to 

include thehyperfine term in dHP. In this calculation the exchange 

term has been taken as -~(O) < J > L: J . 
• Zl. 
l. 8 

and a z axis has been chosen in such away that 

where (l(o) =: L: Q .. , 
~ i ,l.J 

only one component, 

a. :: < 0/ Jz /1 >, of < 0/ ~ /1 > is nonzero. The eigenvalues of the 

Hamiltonian are 

E = A,m -E = - r. + [ ~2 (A< J>t:::. 
-B/m 4 20. 

; .. 
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where' A = 4 ~ (0) 0.2 /6. and m(= ±~) is the z component of I. < J> 

is determined by the self-consistent solution of Eq.(2) and a standard 

expression from statistical mechanics for <J> as a function of EA ,m 
EB ,and T. When 11= 0, the critical value of A for magnetic ordering ,m 
at 0 K is A = 1. At higher values of A the tra.nsition temperature is 

given by 

6. 
tanh-

2Tc 
= 

1 
A 

Curves representing the temperature dependence of <J>/o. for ?1 = 0 

and for ~ = 18 mK, the value that corresponds to the observed hyper-

fine field, a~shown in Fig. 2. For these curves a. was taken to be 5.5, 

as estimated from Mossbauer measurements5 in the paramagnetic region 

and the pseudo-quadrupolar part of Eq.(2); ~ =0.88 K was taken from 
, ... , . 4 . ..--'-'" ..... . .. ,' ,. 
EPR data; and A = 1.115 was chosen to give the observed transition 

temperature. The effect of the hyperfine interaction on the magnetiza-

tion is clearly visible at the lowest temperatures, where nuclear 

polarization induces an enhanced magnetization, and near the transition 

between the ordered and paramagnetic states which is broadened and 

slightly shifted. 

The heat capacity corresponding to the <J >/0. curve for 4 = 

18 mK is shown as the solid curve in Fig. 1. Above the transition 

temperature, MFA gives just the Schottky curve for the two crystal 

field levels, b~t the experimental. data exhibit a lower and broader 

anomaly~ Furthermore, the observed heat capacity peak at the transi-

tion temperature is higher and sharper than :that'given by the MFA 
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calculation. In each of these respects the qualitative features of 

the experimental data are better represented by the results of an RPA 

calculation3 for A = 1.0499. In RPA, however, the transition becomes 

first order for a value of A that would give the observed transition 

temperature, whereas the observed transition is second order. (A first 

order transition might well be somewhat broadened in a real crystal 

but it seems very improbable that it would be broadened to the width 

or to the unsymmetrical shape observed.) It seems possible that the 

nature of the transition in RPA might be affected by the inclusion of 

the hyperfine interaction, which is not negligible for Tm2(so4)3·8H2o. 

The MFA calculation gives a hyperfine field th~t is only approximately 

one half of that observed (at T ~ 0.1 K). Furthermore, the Mossbauer 

data show that the hyperfine field increases by only 10% between 275 

and 75 mK. 5 It follows that the saturation value of < J> is higher 

and is approached more rapidly with decreasing temperature than pre-

dicted by MFA. 

In summary, the heat capacity of Tm2(so4)3·8H20 shows a second 

order transition to an ordered state sup~rimposed on the low temperature, 

side of the anomaly associated with the singlet ground and first excited 

states. The data are in qualitative agreement with calculations for 

the case in which the exchange interaction exceeds the critical value 

for magnetic ordering. As might be expected, the general shape of the 

heat capacity peaks is in better agreement with RPA calculations (for 

values of the parameters that give a second order transition) than 

with MFA calculations., However, RPA predicts a first order transition 

for values of the parameter that give the observed transition temperature. 

• 
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Figure Captions 

. i 

The heat capacity of Tm2(S04)3·8H20 per mole of Tm+3
• 

.The inset shows points taken wi~h 6T ::=:: 1 mK. The solid 
I . 

curve represents a molecular field calculation (see text 

for description). 

Temperature dependence of < J > I as given by a molecular 

field calculation for two values of hyperfine interaction 

(see text for complete description). , . 
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A=18 mK 

Fig. 1. 
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